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Bible Codes Breakthrough is the name of my recent book (published February 2004) and the
subject that I explained on the new TV program for the History Channel on the Bible Codes (premieres
April 11, 2004). It is very difficult to explain an entire book in a few minutes on a TV show. It is even
more difficult in one session to plan and verify that the producer of the show properly delivers or
retains all the key issues in editing. Outlined below are a few of those key issues that were planned for
the History Channel TV show, as an indication of what Bible Codes Breakthrough is all about. At the
end of the day, what will be shown on the TV show is entirely up to the producer.
The Bible Codes Breakthrough book addresses – in an entirely new way – questions such as: Are
the codes Divine? Do they really work? Never before has a book been written where the exact
methodology of finding codes is described; the verification procedure of what is found is detailed; and
numerous codes are produced and published in advance to prove complex scientific procedures.
In one of the most amazing, complex, nonparallel matrix of 24 by 14 letters, the above two
questions are addressed. A comprehensive case is built to prove that the codes are Divine in origin.
Based on the detailed methodology cited in the book, the matrix illustrates:
who dictated the codes,
who wrote the codes,
how the codes work, and how we find the codes,
what are those letter / wonder / omen / sign / letter-words, and
other moral issues.
Can only 336 letters in a relatively small matrix size tell so much? Yes, this is a breakthrough!
There are more ELS terms in the matrix than words in the surface text! Some of the codes are very long
– the longest is 52 letters. The matrix is divided into clusters, where each cluster covers a special topic,
with several terms sharing letters building up a case to prove a point. There has never been published
such an intricate matrix; where many of the 336 letters are used more that once for different terms;
while only a few are not used at all.
There are many more complex matrices in my book that are a breakthrough in the recent
development of the codes. By a breakthrough, I mean that a rigorous methodology as documented in
the book must be followed. It is essential that many “good” terms tell the same story in a convincing
way. One specific example, that was used on the History Channel TV show, is the Washington D.C.
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Snipers matrix. The matrix that was shown, specified that (Lee Boyd) Malvo had blood on his hands.
Many of the terms were published on the internet many months before any one suspected that Malvo
was directly involved with firing the rifle used in the shootings. Below are two of the four clusters on
the subject that were taped for the show.

Washington Days of Fear and Malvo
Term

Translation
Starts at Leviticus
Odds Against
Innocent
8:13/53
50
Malvo bled [them]
8:30/46
125000
sharp shooter again (return)
20:23/47
40
and L(ee) Boyd [Malvo]
21:17/58
200
the young one
23:40/25
398
(the) youth was a dictator, he
ruled, he made suffer, punished
23:40/27
316000
ùôð äëîå And he that smiteth mortally
24:18/1
79
The matrix starts at Leviticus 8 V12 Letter 19 and ends at Leviticus 24 V 21 L 9.
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There are many more examples in my book and some of those remarkable matrices were mentioned
in the show. The numerous matrices are only one aspect of the Bible Codes Breakthrough book.
Equally important are the numerous instructions on how to develop good Bible terms and verify that
the terms are real codes. The steps outlined can be easily followed by the novice and can benefit the
expert. What makes these instructions special are the detailed examples for each step. Almost without
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exceptions, all the examples are real, and from one matrix! Basically, the book shows through many
examples, that it practices what it preaches.
There are many ways to explore the codes hidden in the Bible. The Bible Codes Breakthrough book
teaches how to do the codes, how to appreciate real codes, and how to judge codes based on scientific
principles. The type of complex matrices shown bear no resemblance to simplistic matrices published
in other books on the codes. This book is for those who want to know the truth about the Bible Codes,
for those who enjoy a massive proof before they believe a code, for those who believe that there has to
be a moral message in each complex matrix, and for those that know that we have a blueprint for our
lives – the Bible – and yet the same blueprint is repeated in a Divine way with the Bible Codes.
Then, there are those selfish persons like me. I had to learn about myself in the codes… and I did. I
had to find out who was responsible for the Washington D.C. sniping/murders in advance… and I did
get missing pieces of the puzzle. I wanted to know what SARS was all about... and I did. The code
spelled out in many impressive messages that SARS is “a wonder virus from G-d! But I am happy to
warn you in advance that when one deals with the Bible in a serious way, eventually one learns its
ways. The huge matrix about me was the practical university that taught me how to do the Bible codes;
while trying to solve “world problems” only taught me His ways and His moral issues.
May we all be granted the wisdom to fathom: His CODES in the Bible – to inspire us; His moral
CODES – to follow; and His CODES of ethics – between man and man to create a better me, and a
better society. It is my hope that one step will lead to another.

Sincerely, Moshe Aharon Shak
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